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WineWeaver Shares Latest Ideas for Perfect Mother's Day Gifts

Innovative and perfect mother’s day gift solutions to show Mum just how special she is on
Mother's Day from WineWeaver.com.

London (PRWEB UK) 27 February 2013 -- With Mothering Sunday only a matter of weeks away, millions of
sons and daughters around the nation are preparing to celebrate the role of that special someone in their lives –
Mum. For all those searching for the perfect Mother’s Day Gift, Patricia Robertson, founding partner at
WineWeaver, offers her expertise and inspiration for a unique and special Mother's Day gift.

“Mother’s Day is an important occasion - a time to remember and a time to say thank you. It also provides an
opportunity to give both time and something special to Mum' says Ms Robertson. Mother's embody 'beauty and
practicality', concepts the WineWeaver team reflect in the design of the exclusive gift boxes and hampers.

Mum's are also about family so why not consider cooking your Mum a fabulous meal and spending some
quality time recapturing moments of joy and laughter shared in every family over the years. Don't forget to take
some old photos to the meal as they are a great way to start the laughter and memories flowing.

The WineWeaver team appreciate it can be hard to find the right dish to cook so take a look on line for a
delicious recipe to cook for Mother’s Day an example of which can be found at ‘the Professional Chef and
Your Kitchen’.

Alternatively, if competing against Mum's cooking is too daunting then how about looking for an unusual gift
to show some of the love and affection felt. A gift which says 'thank you for the wonderful memories'.

Patricia Robertson operator of wineweaver.com says “the gifts, and especially the gift boxes, on our site are
unique, available only online and not on the high street, which adds to the rarity value of the perfect Mother's
Day gift".

Ms Robertson went on to say “the WineWeaver team works continually to select its carefully chosen range of
wine accessory gifts and hampers to make them as special and individual as each of our customers". The gift of
the exclusively designed wine aerator is core to the range as it will provides a stylish and practical solution to
improving wine through the aeration process. It is one of the accessories Mother will be proud to place on the
dining table.

Teaming up with Riedel, one of the finest glassmaker's of today, WineWeaver is offering the perfect mother’s
day gifthamper containing a much sought after crystal mini decanter from Riedel along with a Classic Purple
WineWeaver wine aerator and travel tote, housed in a useful and re-usable wicker hamper basket. Yes, the
design team remembered Mum's love to have special boxes to house little keepsakes like that first painting or
hand print and what better place to save them than a wicker hamper.

Alternatively, pamper Mum by treating her to the ‘More than a Bottle of wine' gift box hamper. This luxury
item contains a bottle of wine along with a wine aerator of your choice to make the perfect Mother’s Day gift.
The wine aerator itself is a designer gift which can be used to improve the taste of wine time after time. It also
has a sturdy and attractive box makes for handy storage for jewellery or precious photos.
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WineWeaver have some great gift ideas that mums will cherish all-year round, so even if it is not possible to
share Mother’s Day with Mum in person, it is possible to say 'I love and thank you' by sending a special gift or
exclusive hamper with a handwritten personal message to make it a day for Mum to remember.

The WineWeaver team continues to demonstrate wine aeration is not just for Christmas! This online wine
accessories store found at www.wineweaver.com is also great when looking for more gift inspiration for
occasions such as Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day as well as various gift ideas for Birthdays and
other celebratory events, or looking for an online gift shop that offers worldwide delivery.

About WineWeaver:
WineWeaver are a small, committed and dynamic team who are truly passionate in their aim to raise the
awareness of the advantages of enjoying aerated wine. Flavours, aromas and character are all heightened when
a wine has the opportunity to breathe whilst serving which is why the WineWeaver wine aerator was designed
for using on direct from 'bottle to glass' principle.

The passion of the founding partners led them to design a new style of wine aerator to incorporate functionality
and a visual design which is both sophisticated and stylish.

The WineWeaver® wine aerator blends unparalleled performance with a state-of-the-art design to deliver
perfectly aerated wine direct to your wine glass or decanter (the bottle to glass principle).
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Contact Information
Patricia Robertson
WineWeaver
http://www.wineweaver.com
00442034275928

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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